Dear EDS Member:

The IEEE Electron Devices Society is a vibrant, prolific organization whose members make vital contributions to the global technical community each year. To ensure that our members' work is properly recognized, we encourage you to nominate fellow members for our annual awards. It is in this vein that we would like to draw your attention to the awards listed to the right.

These highly prestigious awards draw nominations from all over the world. Please visit the EDS awards website. You can find important information about eligibility, deadlines and other details. If you need more information or have a question about preparing a nomination, please contact Laura Riello of the EDS Executive Office, l.riello@ieee.org. We strive to maintain a comprehensive set of awards that reflect our member activities. As the field of electron devices evolves, so too must our awards. If you would like to suggest new awards, we would welcome your comments and suggestions.

Sincerely,
Samar Saha
EDS Awards Committee Chair

Visit the EDS Website

*Although the IEEE Electron Devices Society (EDS) is pleased to invite all individuals and groups in the OFAC embargoed countries to submit nominations for IEEE EDS Awards, the IEEE EDS cannot provide any award monies to members from such countries at this time.*